Precise finger somatotopy revealed by focal motor cortex injury.
Somatotopy is considered the hallmark of the primary motor cortex. While this is fundamentally true for the major body parts (head, upper and lower extremities), evidence supporting the existence of within-limb somatotopy is scarce. We report a young man presenting recurrent ischemic strokes with selective finger weakness in whom serial motor cortex mapping procedures were performed. Following the first stroke, which largely spared the motor cortex, motor mapping displayed overlap of the motor representations of the hand muscles. The second focal stroke, affecting the lateral part of the hand knob, resulted in selective loss of the first dorsal interosseous muscle motor evoked potentials while sparing those of the adductor digiti minimi muscle. This observation is in apparent contradiction with the first mapping results that suggested complete overlap of motor representations. Our mapping results provide evidence for the existence of very precise within-limb somatotopy and confirm the proposed homuncular order, whereby lateral fingers are represented laterally and medial fingers medially. The discrepancy between the initial and subsequent mapping results is discussed in light of functional organization of the primary motor cortex.